
Civil Trial Procedures:  
 
 
Jury Instructions: Counsel are to provide the Court with jury instructions the 

Wednesday prior to trial. They are to be provided in an electronic format to include: 

proposed stipulated instructions, plaintiff’s proposed instructions, and defendant’s 

proposed instructions. Each set is to be formatted as one Word document to help 

facilitate changes made by the Court. Please no scanned instructions. 

  

Exhibits: If exhibits are anticipated they are to be provided for the witness, opposing 

counsel, and the Court in a binder. Counsel are encouraged to utilize exhibit notebooks 

for individual jurors. Counsel are encouraged to utilize a single exhibit notebook to 

include joint Plaintiff and Defendant exhibits. Alternately, exhibits may be included in the 

juror notebook issued by the Court. If this is desired please provide the stipulated 

exhibits to the Court clerk no later than 2:00pm the Friday prior to trial. There is also a 

television in the courtroom which is owned by the District Attorney’s Office. If you would 

like to use the television to publish exhibits please contact the District Attorney for 

authorization (719)520-6169 

  

Expert Witnesses: Division 9 will typically hold its Thursday Criminal Docket during trial 

weeks. Counsel are advised to not schedule expert witnesses for the Thursday of the 

trial week unless advised otherwise by the Court.  

 

Voir Dire: A jury panel seating chart will be completed by the Court Judicial Assistant 

and distributed to both sides and all Division 9 staff. The Court will consider affording 

each counsel a mini-opening statement, not to exceed two minutes, before voir dire 

begins. The Court will consider giving relevant instructions to the jury panel during voir 

dire if requested by counsel at the Pre-Trial Readiness Conference.  

 

Potential jurors shall be questioned using the “modified civil” method by which all panel 

members are to be questioned regardless of where they are seated. Typically the last 

juror into the jury box is the alternate juror. Questions to the jury panel shall be focused 



on bias, fairness, impartiality, and legal impairments to jury service. Hypothetical 

questions concerning potential evidence in the case should be avoided. Promises from 

jurors will not be solicited. To the extent a potential juror expresses a hardship, the court 

will consider that issue at the conclusion of the general voir dire process and counsel 

will refrain from offering to excuse the juror due to hardship. Batson challenges must be 

made immediately upon the announcement of a questionable strike. 


